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Soon, there will be the results of the United States elections. Those who are
observant and are reading on current news, events, or follow the politics, you can
understand, this is a heavily charged election. None of this is a joke. Between the
two candidates, we have one who silently accepts Communism, rioting, wants
open borders, is pro Co-Vid lockdowns, and generally, the agendas are highly
opposed to one another. Trump, on the other hand, if closely inspected, really did
not that much for the enemy at all, but is called an amateur, and many other non
positive things.
It takes no mind to check who the media is promoting and who stands clearly
behind the enemy. Many people in general make a mistake where they assume
that, from a stance of defeatism, everything is the "same". It is not the same. If in
the Roman Empire and the Byzantine Empire, other leaders took place, than some
who for example, were jews or willing to exterminate Pagans, all of history may
have taken a different turn. Elections and the Will of People still matters.
Yet, at the same time, people are ultimately deciding where the world will go to a
large extent. Therefore, awakening is far more important than one's mere
President. The best politicians may come around, and if the people are not
sufficiently awakened for them, no progress will be made. A lot of things depend
therefore of information and mass awakening, and how much the mass wants to
be free or not be free, rather than who gets elected.
A mass that wants advancement and to be free, cannot be overruled even by the
worst tyrant. If people in the US wanted a better future for their children, jews
could be trying to pull all the levers to do evil, but they would have no
accomplices to act with. What matters is for people to figure out the US is their
home and their Nation, and that this matters more than trivial jewish dreams,
such as those promoted by the press.
A country that is invaded to no end by foreigners and/or people that give it
nothing, or for example, dives into Communism, one doesn't need to be very
smart to understand, that is a weak country. It pays no brain needed to

understand that if 100 millions of Muslims come in the US, we will have Sharia
shortly after, or that terrorism will rise. These things should become common
consciousness.
I am at failure to understand why many people call Trump so evil. He caused no
wars for Israel. The embassy move was the major thing he did, which, despite of
other Presidents "not doing", they happily wages wars and implemented the
Talmud in legislation before. No American Children in body-bags from foreign
wars for Israel or whatever. He was almost forced in WW3, and he denied entry,
during years astrologically trying in which the US could easily get in war [these will
last for 3 more years, so one can ponder the future as is]. On the other hand, he
did not really act in many ways to support things he was elected, such as the wall.
This leaves us at point zero, but at least the point is not "Minus".
On many important topics, he did not really act, such as Internet Censorship
[difficult matter and may require years], but overall, he has been generous of a
President and did at least try to make a few things sail in the positive line. Most of
these failed because he could not implement too many things. Regardless, basics
such as wars, pillaging, and tyranny, have not happened under him. There is no
comparison between him and the likes of criminal Bush, at least, based on what
he did until today. Bush murdered all freedoms for Americans and did it with the
Talmud on the hand.
Yet, (((somehow))) the Media always found "reasoning" behind his moves,
nonetheless. At some point Bush's public approval, if I recall correctly, reached
7%. 93% of people did not want him or hate him. He forced through with tyranny
and right killing violations that exist to this very day. The Press went soft on him
as per usual - he was ruling with the Talmud after all.
Media is clearly Biden biased, using psychological techniques that declare Biden a
winner before the election is even over. This is because psychologically, many
weak people will be influenced and vote Biden, if they believe he is the "winner".
This is a psychological move, and clear Jewish Media bias. Same thing was the
case with Hillary in 2016. "Hillary definitely has won, Hillary will defeat Trump for
sure, election results almost in, Hillary won", etc etc. This is the shaping of
opinion, and not reporting of news. Jews could care less what the Goyim wants

anyway.
Were it entirely up to them, we would have sunk in Communism within around a
few weeks.
An example of well promoted President that still did some not quality things was
Obama. He had for example, a constant war running, with constant
bombardments in the Middle East and other operations. Yet, he was promoted by
the Media despite this as some sort of gloden trophy and good president that was
standing for peace. He dropped a lot of peaceful bombs to many people. He also
laid framework to eavesdrop every American Household from a smartphone, but
he wasn't there to pry - just to listen to you, because he was so freedom loving.
Long story short, one has to ask themselves, what true bad and what true good
has a President actually done? We are not talking press allegations. We are
talking actual facts here. Obama was never blamed, and if it was not for Snowden,
we would probably never even know. So how was Obama a good a "Freedom
loving President" for instating the world's spying apparatus probably only second
to Chinese Communism?
The enemy whines about Trump and lies that he did very bad things, but he
harmed no GBLT, he did not start wars, he did not really do pillaging or tax
increases [some presidents can be pillagers to the people], and in general, he was
running things at least "efficiently" to some extent. The judgement the jews are
passing down on him is just brutal, and aggressive, and without substantial basis.
The character murder in the news is real. Everyone also keeps spamming that
"Biden has won the election" and all media worldwide clearly has a Biden positive
side.
On the other hand Joe Biden, while his astrology is not as bad for the United
States, is a rather compromising President. He has made his agenda quite clear.
The question is not if his agenda is bad, but can the United States take things like,
lenience for Communism, riots, and movements that butcher and burn whole
cities alive? Can the US also fare well with a President who will probably instantly
consent to some strange war that may come in the foreseeable 3 astrological
years? Does he have the nerve to say No, or better yet, does he even want to say

no? Will he be a President at all with control, or will all the advisors run the
country for him? Looking at him, he seems to lack the energy necessary. One can
hope one is wrong here.
All Presidents should be judged on efficiency and what they are actually doing,
not just goblin dreams of jews. Actually as a Satanist I look at this that way: does
that benefit us, freedom and advancement for the world, or at least, NOT worsen
the situation? If the answer is a yes, at this point, I see for the world a decent
President. If not, then it is bad. Jews act and care about what is in their interest,
so they promote Biden with all their power [more liberalism and kosher tolerance
for the West, a weak leader, and for Israel they have draconian rule with zero
deviations to advance and exist safely], and there is no reason why we shouldn't
be objective about the situation and look upon this with suspicion.
Jews whine about Trump simply because he is not being their bitch 24/7 as they
demand. Even being controlled by them 23/7 hours is not enough for them. They
want 24/7 slaving for the so called "President". They don't recognize the
Presidential symbol as a rule of the people that came out of their own choice, this
is why they clearly are meddling and whoring this election without taking it
seriously at all, and why they try to instate a dictatorship regardless of who gets
elected, such as for example, online brutal censorship, as if the jews were they
themselves Government.
Regardless, any Satanist can by default, have the party that he wants to follow. At
least in the visible horizon, the Democratic Party right now, is the Communist
party. I try to stay away of politics as they always reek worthlessness, and
everyone here knows how forces at work influence politics from the outside. But
even with this, some things matter.
Going online, I am reading they are preparing riots in case of Biden not winning,
there is clearly election meddling, and who knows how many millions of fake,
unregistered, or non US citizen votes. These things are not only amoral they are
merely criminal and the destruction of Democracy. There will be tribulations
ahead and I am sure that all of our own are mindful to protect themselves.
Perfectly understandable also that some people don't give a crap about politics.
They are quite boring, dull, but also necessary.

Some people are also spreading around that the enemy manufactured and
boosted the Coronavirus so that Trump would be hit with a situation beyond the
control of a President - which a pandemic is a typical case of. One cannot look at
the facts we have in front of us and claim that this view is entirely a fraud, since,
we can see that the whole Co-Vid situation has escalated well past the so called
"Deadly Pandemic" situation, and is escalating into an Orwellian Nightmare of
extreme proportions.
No matter what, however, the enemy is running out of hands to play. What is
interesting all this Biden Vs Trump thing also brought out numerous topics such as
potential Communist takeover, how Socialism is essentially the new buzzword for
Communism, but also displayed numerous issues in the Capitalist system, such as
extreme inflation, and other questions that deal with the freedom of speech, to
bear arms, and to communicate online.
Behind these topics and these exposures is the only thing that matters to us: that
people understand that besides politics, we have to remain free men and women,
have the rights to speak, decide of our future, assemble, and have an existence
and a decent life.
I ask that no Satanist gets worried on the outcome of elections.
Many of you are worried and asking questions. No matter what happens, the
Gods will look out for us, and you have the knowledge to save yourself and/or
your family if necessary. The US has clearly survived way worse in regards to
Presidential elections. There were some utter trash Presidents up there before life went on.
The world is another topic, and we are collectively working for it [and so does the
enemy work against it and us]. We are clearly getting an upper hand as time goes.
One must also not be like a xian, and take activity in trying to secure one's
freedoms, materially, physically, or even politically, in civil or local unions or what
have you.
In regards to warfare, warfare needs repetition and we need to be insistent. Any

progress made, and those who watch the world, can see the overwhelming
exposure of the enemy, is made because of consistent work.
We'll keep everyone updated after the elections are done with.
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